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Topic

A way of making predictions, or "solving" games:

1 Iterated Elimination of Strictly Dominated Strategies (for short,
Iterated Strict Dominance, or ISD)
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Dominant Strategy

Definition: A player’s strategy is (strictly) dominant if, for any
combination of strategies by other players, it gives that player a
strictly higher payoff than all her other strategies. ("The unique best
choice no matter what others do")

Example: professor not giving a quiz.
Note: "Strict" is important here - ties aren’t good enough.

Idea: If a player has a dominant strategy, she should play it.
Left Right

Top 2,0 2,0
Middle 1,0 1,0
Bottom 3,0 0,0
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Dominated Strategy

Definition: A player’s strategy is (strictly) dominated if there exists
another strategy giving that player a strictly higher payoff for all
combinations of strategies by other players. ("There’s something else
that’s always strictly better.")

Example: professor giving a quiz.
Note: Again, "strictly higher" excludes "equal."
Note: Different from "There’s always something else that’s strictly
better."

Left Right
Top 3,0 0,0
Middle 0,0 3,0
Bottom 2,0 2,0
Idea: A player should never play a dominated strategy.
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Dominance Solvability (I)

But in our example, while we can predict what the professor does,
Bob doesn’t have dominant or dominated strategies.

Idea: take it a step further, and assume Bob can also deduce what
the professor does.

Now we can predict what Bob will do.
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Dominance Solvability (II)

Iterated deletion of strictly dominated strategies, or iterated strict
dominance (ISD): after deleting dominated strategies, look at
whether other strategies became dominated with respect to the
remaining strategies. If so, delete these newly dominated strategies,
and repeat the process until no strategy is dominated.

Example: "Going to class" is initially not dominated, but after "Give
quiz" is eliminated, it becomes dominated.

A game is dominance solvable if ISD leads to a unique predicted
outcome, i.e. only one strategy for each player survives.

The Bob/Professor game is dominance solvable.
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Another Example

Cooperate Defect
Cooperate -1,-1 -10,0
Defect 0,-10 -8,-8

This is an example of the famous Prisoner’s Dilemma.
"Cooperate" = keeping quiet; "Defect" = rat out the other prisoner

Is this game dominance solvable?

Is your predicted outcome Pareto effi cient?

Defecting gives both players a higher payoff no matter what the other
one does, but (Defect, Defect) is worse for both than (Cooperate,
Cooperate).
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The Prisoner’s Dilemma

Definition: A Prisoner’s Dilemma is a 2x2 game where:
1 Both players have a dominant strategy.
2 The outcome where both players play their dominated pure strategy is
strictly better for both players than the outcome where they play their
dominant strategy.

Lesson: In some games, the outcome that you expect to occur
is ineffi cient.
Can you think of other situations that can be modeled as a PD?
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Exercise

Find the set of strategies that survive ISD.
Left Center Right

Top 1,7 1,1 7,0
Middle 5,3 6,4 5,1
Bottom 3,0 6,5 6,0
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Remarks on Dominance Solvability

A solution through ISD is not as convincing as a solution in dominant
strategies: it assumes that players correctly anticipate what others
will do.

However, ISD allows us to solve some games that don’t have a
dominant strategy for all players.

Moreover, the type of reasoning carried out in ISD seems feasible and
realistic, especially when the number of steps is small. So it’s still a
pretty appealing concept.

Fact: the order in which ISD is carried out (which can vary since
there can be more than one dominated strategy at a time) does not
influence which strategies survive. (Brainteaser: prove this.)
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Many Games Are Not Dominance Solvable

It’s easy to come up with a game where ISD doesn’t help at all.
Colin

Timmie’s Pond
Rowena Pond 0,0 2,2

Timmie’s 2,2 0,0

(This is a coordination game.)
Are we completely stuck?
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